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Sammandrag 
      
Uppsatsen studerar hur implementeringsprocessen av förväntade kreditförlustmodellen i 
redovisningsstandarden IFRS 9 – Finansiella instrument uppfattas samt tolkas och hur dessa 
faktorer påverkar jämförbarheten i redovisning. En av de största förändringar med IFRS 9 är 
att företag måste räkna på̊ och redovisa förväntade kreditförluster istället för att enbart räkna 
på faktiska. Uppsatsens metod bygger primärt på̊ en enkätstudie där alla nordens banker och 
kreditmarknadsbolag med en balansomslutning på̊ minimum 1 miljard euro är inbjudan att 
delta. 
      
Data som har samlats in hanteras som relativa frekvenser i tabeller. Analysen i sin tur är en 
applicering av det teoretiska ramverket bestående utav Positive Accounting Theory och Agent 
Teorin. Uppsatsens slutsats är att beroende på hur mängden information i 
implementeringsprocessen tolkas samt uppfattas kan det påverka jämförbarheten i 
redovisning negativt på grund av utrymmet för subjektiva tolkningar.  
      
Nyckelord: IFRS 9, expected credit loss model, jämförbarhet, implementering, positive 
accounting theory, agent teori 
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Abstract 
      
This thesis examines how the implementation process of Expected Credit Loss Model in the 
accounting standard IFRS 9 – Financial instruments is perceived and interpreted and how 
these factors can affect comparability in accounting. One of the main changes with IFRS 9 is 
that companies need to account for expected credit losses rather than just incurred ones. The 
data is primarily collected through a web survey where all of Nordic banks and credit 
institutes with a minimum book value of total assets of euro 1 billion, are invited to 
participate. 
      
The presentation of the collected data from the web survey is reported relative frequencies in 
tables. The analysis is carried out with the assistance of the theoretical framework consisting 
of Positive Accounting Theory and Agency Theory. The conclusion of the thesis is that how 
the level of information in the implementation process is interpreted and perceived can affect 
comparability in accounting negatively due to the room for subjective interpretations.  
      
Keywords: IFRS 9, expected credit loss model, comparability, implementation, positive 
accounting theory, agency theory 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION      
The financial crisis of 2008, beginning with the bankruptcy of the bank Lehman Brothers, is 
known to almost have resulted in the collapse of the global financial system (Economist, 
2013). The effects of the financial crisis are still dealt with today and there is a global 
consensus that this should not be allowed to happen again. The irresponsible lending of 
money and the risk associated with loan portfolios are, what many believe, to be the prime 
factors behind this financial crisis (ibid). The timeliness of recognition of expected credit 
losses and the complexity of the accounting standard IAS 39, regarding accounting for 
financial instruments, were some of the areas believed to be in need of attention in order to 
avoid a future global financial crisis of this magnitude (KPMG, 2014). This resulted in a joint 
project between International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), and Financial Accounting 
Standards board (FASB) with its goal to develop IFRS 9. The main goal of IFRS 9 is to 
harmonize some of the accounting principles in the European countries and make them more 
comparable for companies, and thus eliminate the differences (Barlev & Haddad, 2007). One 
of the most important goals of implementing and harmonizing an accounting standard is 
achieving comparability of accounting (ibid). 
      
It is during the financial crisis of 2008 that the topic of impairment truly comes to the 
spotlight of many. This is partly due to the fact that banks, at this point, are not required to 
recognize accounting losses until they in fact, occur - even though they are expected to 
(Financial Times, 2014). Some banks overstated profits and did not make prudent provisions 
against expected credit losses. The financial crisis of 2008 appears to have affected various 
parts of the world differently - some more than others. When this crisis reached the Nordic 
countries it had a great impact on the financial situation, however, during the 1990’s the 
Nordic countries experienced a severely difficult crisis of their own as described by Jonung et 
al in chapter 12 (2009). To prevent the problems associated with the 1990’s crisis and future 
ones to appear the Nordic countries developed more risk aversion strategies resulting in some 
of the world’s most regulated banking markets (Bloomberg, 2013). The Nordic countries have 
been known to be better prepared when the crisis of 2008 struck (Jonung et al, 2009). The 
Nordic market is known to be homogeneous. Overall the countries’ way of operating 
financially includes many similarities and the Nordic banking market can therefore be viewed 
as an interesting field of study (Torgander, 2015). 
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2.0 PROBLEMATIZATION 
Even though the Nordic countries already have a regulated banking market, the new standard, 
IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments, is still believed to have a substantial impact on how banks 
and credit institutes will account for future credit losses. One reason for this is the Expected 
Credit Loss Model in IFRS 9, stating that banks are required to account for expected credit 
losses instead of just incurred ones (KPMG, 2014). And as Chris Spall, KPMG Financial 
Instrument leader, says: 
     
“The new standard is going to have a massive impact on the way banks account for credit 
losses on their loan portfolios. Provisions for bad debts will be bigger and are likely to be 
more volatile” (ibid). 
      
The guidelines in the Expected Credit Loss Model are objective and well defined, but how to 
perform the specific calculations is believed to be the most difficult challenge for all parties in 
this ongoing implementation process (KPMG, 2014). The introduction of IFRS 9, with its 
Expected Credit Loss Model, is going to result in a great deal of changes for banks and credit 
institutes regarding credit losses. One can state the importance of starting an implementation 
process early in order to be production ready on 1st of January 2018. According to Ernst & 
Young, a minimum of three years is needed in order to be well prepared for this change. Of 
these three years, two should be used for implementation and another one year for parallel run 
of IAS 39 and IFRS 9 (Ernst & Young, 2015) which means that an implementation should 
have been started, at the latest, on 1st of January 2015. The contents in the Expected Credit 
Loss Model result in several practicalities that need to be taken into consideration in this 
ongoing implementation. One of the most important being to decide when the credit risk of a 
loan has increased to such a significant level that a future credit loss needs to be further 
accounted for. In this case, what data to use to decide if and when the credit risk of the loan 
has increased significantly. A fact making these decisions even more challenging is that the 
interpretation of the term significant for each credit institution is likely to be unique (ibid). No 
specific common guidelines are set for the implementation of this model (KPMG, 2014) and 
some believe that comparability in accounting will be damaged during this implementation 
process (Tiger & Bonde, 2015).  
 
According to a previous study by Barlev and Haddad (2007), accountants rely on 
comparability when accounting standards are harmonized internationally. In the study by 
Defond et al (2011), it can be concluded that an improved comparability is a consequence of 
an increase in uniformity and a strong implementation credibility; but also a clear 
understanding and communication (Simmons, 1975). It appears to be a concern in the banking 
and credit institute world that the practical impact of the implementation of the Expected 
Credit Loss Model will have a negative impact on the equity and higher volatility regarding 
the loan portfolios (KPMG, 2014) . Previous studies state that the implementation of new 
accounting standards, stemming from the wish to harmonize regulations in accounting, does 
not always improve comparability (Barlev & Haddad, 2007). Other studies have also 
highlighted the need of communication and understanding when implementing a principle- 
based standard such as IFRS 9 (Simmons, 1975). 
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The examination of the implementation process, and the impacts of this, can be viewed as 
important in this pre-effective period of the Expected Credit Loss Model in IFRS 9. Various 
studies, including studies made by FASB, highlights that the globalization have resulted in the 
need of making accounting standards more comparable through harmonization of existing 
regulations and making them internationally adaptable (Barlev & Haddad, 2007). FASB state 
the importance for companies to use the same inputs, similar procedures and systems for 
classification to create comparability. How to adapt and implement international accounting 
standards has been shown to differ from country to country and company to company - this 
having resulted in different interpretations and practical adaptations of accounting rules. In 
due course, the practical impact of separate interpretations can result in reducing 
comparability of accounting. This is the opposite of what these international accounting 
standards aim to achieve (ibid). Previous studies highlight the level of information provided 
regarding implementation of international accounting standards as important. According to 
Simmons (1976) companies of the same economic characteristics need to have: the same 
statement caption, the same statement classification, the same detailed information, the same 
valuation basis and the same measurement unit. If these characteristics are not fulfilled, then 
comparability is not likely to be achieved.   

3.0 AIM 
The aim of this study is to examine how the implementation process of the Expected Credit 
Loss Model in IFRS 9 is believed to impact the comparability in accounting. The collecting of 
data is mainly conducted through a web survey. The results from the data will be analyzed 
through a bank- and credit institute’s perspective in the Nordic region with the assistance 
from the theoretical framework consisting of Agency Theory and Positive Accounting 
Theory.      

3.1 RESEARCH QUESTION 
How is the implementation of an international accounting standard, handling financial 
instruments, believed to impact the comparability in accounting? 

4.0 IFRS 9 AND IAS 39 
There are several differences between Expected Credit Loss Model in IFRS 9 and its 
predecessor IAS 39. IAS 39 includes several impairment models whilst IFRS 9 sets guidelines 
for companies to develop their own rules (KPMG, 2014). IFRS 9 will change IAS 39 in three 
different ways; Measuring and Classification (1), Impairment (2) and Hedge Accounting (3). 
IFRS 9 will, with the Impairment phase, replace the “Incurred Loss Model” in IAS 39 with 
the “Expected Credit Loss Model”. This means that credit losses do not need to occur before 
impairment is recognized and this will accelerate the recognition of losses when IFRS 9 is 
applied (ibid). IAS 39 is known to be rule-based because of the complexity with 
complementary rules whilst IFRS 9 is based on principles (IFRS, 2014). 
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The Expected Credit Loss Model divides the expected credit losses into two sections. If the 
credit risk of a financial asset has not increased significantly since its initial recognition, the 
financial asset will incur a loss contribution equal to 12-month expected credit losses (KPMG, 
2014). If however, the credit risk has increased significantly the financial asset will incur a 
loss contribution equal to lifetime expected credit losses. These judgments, such as the term 
significantly and what data to base the calculations on, are according to IFRS 9, up to the 
banks and credit institutes to decide individually (ibid). In this thesis the word significant will 
not have the same value as the statistic word significant. Significant in this matter will stand 
for how materially the credit risk is, low or high.    
   
The new standard, IFRS 9 gives room for new complexities and wider scope to estimating 
impairment (KPMG, 2014). These judgments rely upon the company's ability to estimate 
expected credit losses and if the credit risk has increased significantly. The next step for the 
companies is to determine which key elements they need to use when determining the 
significant increase in credit risk and in some cases the risk of default. The estimations in the 
Expected Credit Loss Model should be based on historical, current and forecasting 
information. As previously stated, how companies should do this more practically is up to the 
companies to individually decide (ibid).    
      
During this implementation process the insertion of the new model will likely result in a 
negative impact on the equity of companies in the banking sector (Tiger, 2015) but also the 
regulatory capital (KPMG, 2014). The reason for this is that the equity will reflect not only 
incurred credit losses but also expected credit losses. How the new model will affect a bank 
and credit institute is related to: the size, nature of its financial instruments holdings and 
classification of risk (KPMG, 2014). The new model is also likely to impact the volatility 
because it will recognize credit losses for all financial assets and external data may likely 
influence the volatility linked to the rating. To move from a 12-month to a lifetime expected 
credit loss measurement will likely result in a significant change in the corresponding 
allowance (ibid). 

5.0 THEORY AND PREVIOUS STUDIES 
In this section theories and previous studies are presented. This will include Agency Theory 
and its connection to Positive Accounting Theory. Previous studies concerning 
implementation of new accounting standards will be presented and the relationship to 
comparability.  

5.1 AGENCY THEORY 
The Agency Theory explains the relationship between a principal and an agent and the 
problems that can arise when a principal gives the agent authority to do something on behalf 
of the principal (Jensen and Meckling, 1976). They both want to maximize their utility, which 
means that they both will try to achieve what is best for them. In reality this can result in the 
effect that the agent will not do what is best for the principal (ibid). These parties have shown 
to have differing attitudes towards risk, which also results in the agent and the principal 
perceiving and handling various situations differently (Eisenhardt, 1998). In order for the 
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principal to affect the agent’s behavior to be more in line with what the principal wants to 
achieve, the principal formulates a contract with the agent as well as to use various ways of 
supervision. The main method for the latter is often defined as auditing of the financial 
reporting (ibid). 
      
According to the Agency Theory, the costs associated with the agent not performing in line 
with the principal's wishes is know as agency costs. One way to reduce the costs is through 
supervision by the principal according to the above (ibid). The purpose of accounting is to 
provide the principal with information about the agent that could be of interest (Collin et al, 
2009). The information that these various parties have access to can differ - this is known as 
information asymmetry (Berle & Gardiner, 1991). This can result in practical consequences 
that various parties do not have access to or use the same information even though the same 
practicality is discussed (ibid).     

5.2 POSITIVE ACCOUNTING THEORY 
The fundamental meaning of Positive Accounting Theory is to explain and predict behavior in 
accounting (Whittington, 1987). Positive Accounting Theory states that the possible economic 
consequences play a significant part when implementing an accounting standard (Collin et al, 
2009). In Positive Accounting Theory it is assumed that accounting is a contract between an 
agent and a principal and it is the foundation of this contract that will decide the accounting 
standard used (ibid). Previous studies show that the principal, whoever the principal may be, 
has a strong influence over the agent’s choice of accounting method and the adaption of 
various accounting standards. The main reason for this is that the principals want to achieve 
results that will benefit the principals the most. Contrariwise, the agent will try to achieve its 
own goals and will therefore try to influence the implementation process (ibid). 
      
Positive Accounting Theory is based on the foundation that a specific set of guidelines should 
be followed in order to achieve a successful implementation of an accounting standard. The 
term positive comes from the fact that the theory deals with specifics and real numbers as 
opposed to the opposite theory know as Normative Accounting Theory. This states that 
accounting standards should be based on prescriptions and that fixed guidelines should be 
avoided (Collin et al, 2009). An important factor in financial reporting is known to be 
comparability. FASB rank comparison as the most important of the objectives of financial 
accounting and improves the value-relevance of accounting information. This can be linked to 
Positive Accounting Theory – if financial accounting transactions use the same figures, 
numbers and have similar ways to apply them then accounting should be comparable (Barlev 
& Haddad, 2007).     

5.3 PREVIOUS STUDIES 
To achieve comparability when an accounting standard is being implemented it is shown in 
previous studies from Schipper (2003) and Nelson (2003) that increased comparability needs 
the imposition of rules and not the imposition of principles. In other words, the principle will 
tell you what you ought to do whilst rules will include more specific guidelines. With rules in 
an accounting standard, comparability and consistency are reached in the financial reports 
(Shipper, 2003). In some situations, rule-based standards can lead to clearer instructions but 
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not necessarily adequate for the financial reports (Nobes, 2005). According to Nobes (2005) 
two factors need to be applied when implementing rules of standards, which is to 
communicate clearly and constrain aggressive reporting. To be able to communicate correctly 
it needs to have a balance between enough rules yet not too many rules. Nelson (2005) 
suggests that increasing the degree to which the different rules in a standard are related to 
each other should help. Rule- based standards include specific criteria and implementation 
guidance, The intention with the standard IAS 39 is that it should be a principle-based 
standard, which then includes openness and flexibility (Carmona & Trombetta, 2008), 
although IASB themselves consider IAS 39 to be rule-based (IFRS, 2014). The basis of a 
principle-based standard is that it requires professional skills of accountants and auditors. In 
other words, solid knowledge and professional judgments are needed (Carmona & Trombetta, 
2008). According to Nobes (2005) IAS 39 is a poor principle because of three objects; the 
intentions can change, cannot directly be audited and are unclear even for the regulators and 
possibly create agency costs. IAS 39 automatically brings together various rules of categories, 
changes of intentions and the audit of intentions. Because of the complexity of the standard’s 
contents, a guide of how to implement it was published (ibid). 
      
A use of continuity in measuring assets on one side and equity and liabilities on the other side 
will remove various rules of judgments, intentions and increase comparability (Nobes, 2005). 
Previous studies state that IAS 39 has led to complexities because of the accounting standard 
not being followed in the same way in the first place (ibid). Nobes (2005) states that some 
standards contain different complex rules because of a lack in the principle, which results in a 
decrease of comparability in accounting. According to Shipper (2003), a detailed 
implementation guidance of a standard will reduce the differences in judgments and result in 
an increased comparability in accounting. 
      
When the companies, instead of the regulators, produce the harmonization there is no 
improvement in comparability because of the lack of compliance (Tay & Parker, 1990). One 
common issue when trying to create comparability in accounting is materiality and 
subjectivity, and these factors are often connected with each other. This since the 
determination of materiality can only be made by subjective decisions. According to 
Simmons (1967) subjective decisions in accounting will vary and so will then comparability 
in accounting. To create equivalent financial statements you need to have equal statement 
presentations and corresponding measurements in order to achieve a maximum 
communication and understanding. To achieve this, the companies that are being compared 
need to have: the same statement caption, the same statement classification, the same detailed 
information, the same valuation basis and the same measurement unit. According to Parker 
(1975) comparability in accounting is only achieved if companies have similar economic 
characteristics that are reported in accordance with similar accounting measurements. Barlev 
and Haddad (2007) state that to achieve comparability the concept of consistency should be 
applied as well as conformity.  
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6.0 METHOD 
This thesis can both be viewed as a quantitative as well as qualitative one. The collecting of 
data is conducted in two steps. The first one being a preliminary study where KPMG as well 
as Svenska Handelsbanken and Swedbank are interviewed, a purely qualitative step. This is 
followed by a web survey sent out to key people at the banks and credit institute in the Nordic 
region. The respondents mostly hold positions at the accounting and finance departments. The 
responses from the web survey are presented in a quantitative manner through relative 
frequencies in tables. 
 

6.1 COLLECTING OF DATA  

6.1.1 Interviews      
The first step in order to broaden our knowledge is three interviews with accounting- or 
specific IFRS specialists at KPMG, Swedbank and Svenska Handelsbanken. This phase is a 
preliminary study. This step results in a better comprehension of what IFRS 9 is with focus on 
the Expected Credit Loss Model and why IASB wants it to be implemented. Conclusions 
from the interviews have been drawn in order to be able to ask relevant questions concerning 
this ongoing process of the implementation in the web survey, which is step two. The 
interviews are held at the companies’ headquarters and time estimations of the interviews are 
approximately half an hour. The interviews are recorded and performed as open discussions 
between the respondent and the writers, hence the interviews being semi-structured since no 
fixed set of questions exists (Hedin, 1996).   
   

6.1.2 Web Survey 
The choice of conducting a web survey is that it is easy to access by the respondents and it 
does not take up too much time to answer the total of 21 questions (Dahmström, 1991, p.88). 
The survey is divided into four parts. Firstly, more general questions such as home country of 
the company and the respondent’s position are asked. This is followed by questions 
concerning the implementation process and how the interpretation and impact is believed to 
affect comparability. The questions concerning the implementation process have the aim of 
examining the practical complexities of the information supplied in the Expected Credit Loss 
Model. It is a practical experience with KPMG that for many of the banks and credit institutes 
this question does not have a definite answer (Torgander, 2015). 
      
The following part of the survey consists of questions regarding interpretations issues. 
Questions asked in this section concern which part of the Expected Credit Loss Model that is 
the most difficult one to interpret. Besides that, who have the most influential parties are of 
the interpretation. The lastly mentioned question is asked in order to examine what party the 
respondents have in mind when they implement the standards since the Agency Theory state 
that the principal can affect the agent’s choice and adaption of an accounting standard. These 
parties include regulators as well as industry bodies. Previous studies have shown that an 
implementation process of a principle-based standard requires a great deal of information 
from the regulators in order to be successful and achieve comparability. Therefore, the 
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relationship between the regulators and the banks and credit institutes is examined. 
      
Questions concerning the believed impact of the Expected Credit Loss Model and 
comparability in accounting are asked. To be more specific, if the respondents believe that the 
accounting will be developed, generate a more fair view of the financial statements and if the 
comparability will be altered. All these questions are asked with the hope of explaining the 
difficulties associated with this implementation as well as to define and analyze the believed 
consequences of the Expected Credit Loss Model. These questions are asked since previous 
studies on implementations of principle-based accounting standards and comparability 
highlights the need of adequate information and guidelines. Therefore we wish to examine the 
respondent’s take on these areas concerning the Expected Credit Loss Model to see how 
comparability will be affected by this implementation. 
      
The questions in the web survey are also stemming from an Agency Theory approach where 
asymmetry of information through a contract of an agent and a principal is observed. This is 
examined practically through asking the respondents on the level of information provided. 
Some of the questions are influenced by Positive Accounting Theory to examine the behavior 
in accounting concerning the Expected Credit Loss Model. How the companies will handle 
the calculations during the implementation process are asked to see if there exists similarities 
between the banks and credit institutes. But also to see if they share ideas and concerns about 
the implementation process and if this can predict accounting behavior. 
      
Besides that, the need to communicate during the implementation process and try to reach 
uniformity and credibility has also been stated in previous studies. It is also a part of Positive 
Accounting Theory, which highlights the need to be able to predict accounting behavior 
through treating the similar numbers in equal ways. Therefore, questions regarding data 
usage, calculations and communication are asked in order to analyze and further understand 
the implementation process of the Expected Credit Loss Model. All the questions asked in the 
survey and are available in the Appendix. 
      

6.1.3 Assistance of KPMG 
The collecting of data through the web survey is a joint project with the company KPMG. 
KPMG is a global company that provides audit, tax and advisory services and is one of the 
biggest within this field in a global perspective (KPMG, 2015). In order to understand where 
the practical difficulties lie within this field, KPMG has been helpful with providing basic 
knowledge through taking part in the preliminary study. 
      

6.1.4 Selection of the web survey 
The definition of the population examined is the banks and credit institutes in the Nordic 
Region that all have a minimum sum of total assets of euro one billion. The number Euro one 
billion is chosen since it is a practical experience with KPMG that in order to be affected by 
the changes of international accounting standards handling credit losses the companies need 
to be of this size or bigger (Torgander, 2015). In the study by Nissim & Penman (2007) it is 
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stated that large banks, have a larger credit loan portfolio and tend to make more provisions 
against expected credit losses compared with smaller companies. In other words, the bigger 
the bank and credit institute, the more extensive is the effect of the changes of expected credit 
losses likely to be. Therefore these 60 companies can be viewed as interesting to study since 
they are of a certain size and thus affected by this change in accounting. Nordic subsidiaries 
located in one or more of the previously stated countries will not be taking part in this survey. 
It is a practical experience with KPMG that accounting matters of this kind often lays with the 
parent company. This means that accounting decisions of this kind is not taken at these 
subsidiaries. This decision also results in the exclusion of non-Nordic parents’ subsidiaries 
located in the Nordic region. The web survey is created and sent out to people working in a 
department connected to the implementation of the Expected Credit Loss Model. This exact 
information is retrieved in the preliminary study with the assistance from KPMG. These 
people are, due to sensitive nature of the questions and banking secrecy, not named. These 
selection criteria result in a population of 60 companies.  
 
In the study we will not separately show the spread of answers in relation to what country the 
company in the study belongs to. This because the Nordic market includes many similarities 
concerning financial operations (Torgander, 2015) which leads us to study the entire Nordic 
market and not make studies individually on the five Nordic countries. This is mainly derived 
from the fact that the size and nature of the company is of more importance regarding the 
outlook on the Expected Credit Loss Model in IFRS 9 rather than the exact home nation 
(ibid). Since you always expect a shortage of replies when conducting a web survey we do not 
expect each country to be represented by 100 % of its total number of companies. Therefore, 
we expect the countries in the study to be relatively represented. This is, according to us, 
another reason to study the Nordic market as a whole since the relative spreads of respondents 
between the countries can make it difficult to compare the countries.  
 
We consider it a plausible assumption that not all of the companies partaking in the survey 
will have started the implementation process, but there responses will still be include. In the 
pre-study it became clear that even though the implementation process have not yet begun, 
the accounting standard IFRS 9 has been discussed for some time already with a many of the 
companies included in the survey (Torgander, 2015). Therefore, one might conclude that the 
companies are still aware of the contents of IFRS 9 and what measures that need to be done 
when implementing the Expected Credit Loss Model. The answers from the web survey will 
therefore be divided into two groups - those who have started and those who have not started 
the implementation process. 

6.2 METHOD CRITICISM 
With the decision to make this study a partly qualitative one we are aware that there are and 
should be room for personal interpretations. This concerns the fact that the respondents, both 
in the preliminary study and in the survey, are answering the questions from their perspective 
- hence there is no absolute truth.  But also those personal interpretations are used when 
choosing what facts to include in the data, how to describe the situation and how to analyze it 
in this study.  
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One ought to bear in mind that the selection of the population and the questions in the survey 
have been designed and formulated with the assistance of KPMG. KPMG has more 
experience compared with us as to where the practical difficulties lie and what is possible as 
well as useful to study. One can also conclude that the selection is in some manners subjective 
from KPMG’s point of view. This is because the companies selected are believed to be 
affected by the Expected Credit Loss Model and have a minimum sum of total assets of Euro 
one Billion. No guarantees can therefore be made that this is the entire population, although 
one can be sure of the fact that only minor exceptions can exist. 
      
To broaden the perspective, a preliminary study has, as previously mentioned, been 
performed. This is conducted with the aim of including the banking perspective on the 
challenges, possibilities and perceptions in the survey questions. These aspects influence the 
questions asked in the survey. One needs to bear in mind that only a couple of the banks have 
been able to participate in the preliminary study and are thus given the chance to affect the 
survey questions. 
      
A web survey is known to have many advantages, however, disadvantages with using a web 
survey can also be mentioned. The risk of a loss that some respondents may not reply exists. 
There is also a risk that some of the respondents will not give complete answers (Dahmström, 
1991, p. 94). Since technology is used there is always the risk that difficulties related to will 
arise and result in a further shortage of replies. Besides that, one can argue that some 
respondents may be unaccustomed to Internet related functions that can also result in a 
negative impact on the replies (ibid). 
      
As previously stated, a shortage of replies is always expected when performing a survey. This 
will result in the fact that one cannot with 100 % accuracy say what the entire population 
actually is thinking (Dahmström, 1991, p.355). Since the people questioned in this survey are 
answering questions of a sensitive nature, we will not be able to publicly mention the 
companies that have replied. In this survey 60 companies have been invited to participate and 
37 have chosen to respond, which results in a loss of 38 %. According to Statistiska 
Centralbyrån in an article in Dagens Nyheter (2015) the relative share of losses can vary. To 
receive a loss of more than 62 % is unusual and the bigger the loss the bigger the uncertainty 
of the survey. To receive a loss in the interval of 40-60 % is considered normal and one can 
still draw conclusion from the survey (ibid). A fact in need of a further highlight is that 45 % 
of the respondents have not begun the implementation process that results in a partly 
speculative field of study. Since the topic of an accounting standard handling Expected Credit 
Losses has been of interest for quite some time now, the respondents in this survey who have 
not begun the implementation are still aware of the contents of IFRS 9. Thus these 
respondents’ views will be included in the study but presented separately from those who 
actually have begun the implementation. This is due to the fact that there might still be 
differences in the level of awareness of the contents of IFRS 9.   
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The survey consists of 21 questions in total, where 9 of these will be more thoroughly 
examined. The selection of these specific questions is based on how the spread of replies is 
and the relevance of the questions in relation to the theoretical framework. Another reason for 
choosing 9 questions is that some questions in the beginning of the survey are control 
questions. Questions such as the home nation and book value of total assets are asked to be 
certain that only companies according to the selection participate in the survey. In our 
opinion, they do not need to have any further function in this study and will therefore not be 
discussed in the data and analysis. 

7.0 DATA 
In this section data from the web survey is presented and illustrated as relative frequencies in 
tables. The numbers will be rounded to the nearest integer. The data show that the number of 
respondents in the study relatively represents the countries. 55 % of the Swedish companies 
invited to participate responded to the web survey. Norway was represented by 44 %, 
Denmark 75 %, Finland 50 % and Iceland was represented by 100 %. We will start off with 
questions regarding the implementation of the Expected Credit Loss Model and later on 
questions concerning calculations, day-to-day challenges and level of information supplied. 
All questions presented are started off with a summarizing text and the tables are shown 
below. The answers for each question shown in the data section are divided in two parts; 
those who have started the implementation process and those who have not started the 
implementation process.  
 
The answers from the respondents that have started the implementation process are based on 
53 % from Sweden, 20 % from Iceland, 13 % from Denmark, 7 % from Finland and 7 % from 
Norway. Answers from those who have not started are based on 34 % from Sweden, 36 % 
from Norway, 14 % from Finland, 7 % from Denmark and 0 % from Iceland.  
General information from the web survey shows that a majority of the respondents, 79 
%,  hold positions at Accounting- and Finance departments from both those who have started 
the implementation process and those who have not. Of those who have started the 
implementation process, 87 % of the respondents consider the expected credit losses to be the 
most challenging part of IFRS 9, and 64 % of those who have not started the implementation 
process.  

7.1 IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS OF EXPECTED CREDIT LOSS MODEL IN 
IFRS 9 
In this section the data regarding the implementation process will be presented. Firstly, it can 
be concluded from the web survey that 49 % of population are in an early stage of the 
implementation process, although a 45% have not yet started.  
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Question 1: In which area of the implementation of expected credit losses is your credit 
institution?  
 

Not yet started 45 % 

A pre-study has been started 29 % 

Project established 10 % 

Project started, planning made 10 % 

I have no opinion on this question 6 % 

We are in a design-phase 0 % 

We have started to build our system 0 % 

      

There exist variations among the banks and credit institutes when it comes to the challenges 
of the implementation of the Expected Credit Loss Model. This question is presented as a 
ranking question and we have chosen to present the answers that received the highest ranking 
number by the respondents. The majority of the respondents says that how to integrate and 
capture forward-looking information is the most practically challenging field. Furthermore; 
the availability of skilled resources, how to generate multi-year expectations of the expected 
credit losses, data quality and tracking of original credit status are also considered as issues in 
this current situation.  

Question 2: Can you please rate the practical challenges of implementing expected credit 
losses listed below in order of importance?  

Those who have started the implementation process 

How to integrate and capture forward-looking information 42 
% 

Data quality 25 
% 

How to generate multi-year expectations of expected credit losses 17 
% 

The tracking of original credit status (rating/scoring) 8 
% 

Availability of skilled resources 8 
% 
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Governance and control 0 
% 

How to align risk information from a prudence-perspective in the more neutral 
perspective of financial reporting under IFRS 

0 
% 

Disclosures 0 
% 

 
Those who have not started the implementation process 

How to integrate and capture forward-looking information 22 
% 

Data quality 22 
% 

Availability of skilled resources 22 
% 

The tracking of original credit status (rating/scoring) 22 
% 

How to generate multi-year expectations of expected credit losses 11 
% 

Governance and control 0 % 

How to align risk information from a prudence-perspective in the more neutral 
perspective of financial reporting under IFRS 

0 % 

Disclosures 0 % 

     

How these companies plan to handle the change from IAS 39 loan loss provisions and 
Expected Credit Loss Model is examined. It can be concluded that 67 % of the respondents of 
those who have started the implementation process answered that they will have a parallel run 
for 12 months during 2017. And a majority of those who have not started the implementation 
process have no opinion on this question.  
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Question 3: Do you intend to have a parallel run of the expected credit loss calculations and 
the loan loss provisions under the application of IAS 39? 

Those who have started the implementation process 

Yes, for 12 months during 2017 67 % 

I have no opinion on this question 13 % 

Yes, but for a period less than 6 months during 2017 13 % 

Yes, for more than 12 months 7 % 

No 0 % 

 

Those who have not started the implementation process 

I have no opinion on this question 50 % 

No 29 % 

Yes, for 12 months during 2017 14 % 

Yes, for more than 12 months 7 % 

Yes, but for a period less than 6 months during 2017 0 % 

      

7.2 INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION IN THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 
OF EXPECTED CREDIT LOSS MODEL IN IFRS 9 
To continue the data section of this study, how the respondents in the implementation process 
currently interpret the Expected Credit Loss Model is examined. As shown below, a majority 
of the respondents that have started the implementation process believe that the level 
information provided in the Expected Credit Loss Model to be too little. 40 % believes it to be 
adequate and 13 % don’t have an opinion on this subject. And 54 % of those who have not 
started the implementation process believe the level of detailed instructions to be too little.  

Question 4: How do you find the level of detailed instructions on how IFRS 9 should be 
applied in relation to expected credit losses? 
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Those who have started the implementation process 

Too little 47 % 

Adequate 40 % 

I have no opinion on this question 13 % 

Too much 0 % 

 

Those who have not started the implementation process 

Too little 54 % 

I have no opinion on this question 46 % 

Adequate 0 % 

Too much 0 % 

 

Where the exact interpretation difficulties lies is described and the respondents are given a 
question on what part of the Expected Credit Loss Model that is the most practically 
challenging one. From this question one can draw the conclusion that a majority of 60 % that 
have started the implementation process believe that the interpretation of the term “significant 
increase in credit risk” in the Expected Credit Loss Model is the most difficult one to 
interpret. And 23 % of the respondents that have not started the implementation process. 

Question 5: In which area of the Expected Credit Loss Model do you believe that the 
interpretation of the standard is the most difficult? 

Those who have started the implementation process 

The interpretation of what is considered to be a significant increase in credit risk 60 % 

I have no opinion on this question 27 % 

The interpretation of what is considered to be ”low credit risk” 7 % 

Both 7 % 
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Those who have not started the implementation process 

Both 38 % 

I have no opinion on this question 38 % 

The interpretation of what is considered to be a significant in credit risk 23 % 

The interpretation of what is considered to be ”low credit risk” 0 % 

     

To carry on the investigation of the interpretations a question of whom the respondents have 
in mind when shaping there thinking of the interpretation is asked. The question is presented 
as a ranking question and we have chosen to present the answers that received the highest-
ranking number by the respondents. According to the table below, all of the respondents 
believe that different bodies will influence them when shaping their thinking. The 
International regulators, such as the Basel committee, have received the highest ranking by 42 
% of the respondents that have started the implementation process. And from those who have 
not started the implementation process, 54 % will be influenced by the national regulators.  

Question 6: Can you please rate the following bodies by the level of influence they will have 
in shaping your thinking as you interpret the Expected Credit Loss Model?  

Those who have started the implementation process 

International regulators (the Basel Committee) 42 % 

National regulators (Finansinspektionen, Finanstilsynet, Kedittilsynet etc) 25 % 

Industry peers 17 % 

Auditors 17 % 

International regulators (European central bank) 0 % 

Industry bodies (such as svenskt näringsliv) 0 % 
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Those who have not started the implementation process 

National regulators (Finansinspektionen, Finanstilsynet, Kedittilsynet etc) 54 % 

Auditors 15 % 

Industry peers 8 % 

International regulators (the Basel Committee) 8 % 

International regulators (European central bank) 8 % 

Industry bodies( such as svenskt näringsliv) 8 % 

     

7.3 IMPACT OF THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS OF EXPECTED CREDIT 
LOSS MODEL IN IFRS 9     
The last and final part of the data from the web survey examines the respondents’ views on 
the impact of the Expected Credit Loss Model. The respondents are asked if they perceive that 
comparability in accounting will be affected by the implementation of IFRS 9 compared with 
IAS 39 and what consequences this implementation will bring. It is examined if the 
respondents believe that with the implementation of the Expected Credit Loss Model 
accounting will give a more true and fair view of credit losses. 33 % of the respondents that 
have started the implementation process do not consider the Expected Credit Loss Model to 
generate a more fair view of the credit losses. This view is shared by 46 % of the respondents 
that have not started the implementation process.  

Question 7: Do you believe that the financial reports of your credit institution under the 
Expected Credit Loss Model will give a more true and fair view in accounting of credit risk 
than under IAS 39?  

Those who have started the implementation process 

Yes 33 % 

No 33 % 

I have no opinion on this question 33 % 

Those who have not started the implementation process 

No 46 % 

Yes 31 % 

I have no opinion on this question 23 % 
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Another topic examines is how banks and credit institutes expect the comparability of credit 
loss provisions between different credit institutions to be affected by the Expected Credit Loss 
Model. Of those who have started the implementation process, the majority believes it to be 
less comparable. For those who have not started the answers show a spread.  

Question 8: How do you expect that the comparability of credit loss provisions between 
different credit institutions will be affected by the Expected Credit Loss Model? 

Those who have started the implementation process 

Less comparable 53 % 

I have no opinion on this question 20 % 

More comparable 20 % 

Not at all 7 % 

 

Those who have not started the implementation process 

Less comparable 31 % 

More comparable 31 % 

I have no opinion on this question 23 % 

Not at all 15 % 

      

From the table below it can be stated that 60  % of the respondents’ state that they will 
calculate expected credit losses before 2018 and communicate this internally. And 54 % of 
those who have not started the implementation process. 

Question 9: Do you expect to calculate your expected losses under IFRS 9 before 2018 and 
communicate this? 

Those who have started the implementation process 

Yes, internally 60 % 

Yes, both internally and externally 40 % 

Yes, externally 0 % 

No 0 % 
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Those who have not started the implementation process 

Yes, internally 54 % 

No 38% 

Yes, both internally and externally 8 % 

Yes, externally 0 % 

 

8.0 ANALYSIS 
The analysis will be carried out in accordance with the theoretical framework consisting of 
Agency Theory, Positive Accounting Theory and previous studies regarding comparability in 
accounting. In the text below we will sometimes refer to the respondents who have started the 
implementation as group one and consequently group two is those who have not started.   
      

8.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXPECTED CREDIT LOSS MODEL IN IFRS 9 
Previous studies, both made on comparability in accounting as well as on the subject of the 
implementation of IAS 39, the lack of information and detailed instructions supplied have 
been shown to damage the implementation process and comparability in accounting. If the 
implementation process is not carried out in similar manners than comparability is not likely 
to be achieved. In accordance with Positive Accounting Theory, specific information should 
be supplied in order to achieve a successful implementation. The latter appears not to have 
reached the respondents since 47 % of those who have started the implementation consider 
the information supplied by IASB to be too little. This appears to be an even more significant 
concern for those who have not started an implementation since 54 % of those think it is too 
little. In this group 46 % have no opinion which consequently results in 0 % considering the 
level of detailed instructions on how to carry out the implementation to be adequate. When an 
implementation process provides too little information it can result in banks and credit 
institutes (agents) developing the guidelines for these calculations instead of the regulators 
(principals). This can result in the risk that the agents’ calculations are not what the regulators 
have in mind, which can be connected to agency costs. This has previously been shown in a 
study by Tay and Parker (1990), where the banks and credit institutes, instead of the 
regulators, produced and formulated the implementation of the standard and no increase in 
comparability was achieved. Regarding the fact that 40 % in group one consider the 
information to be adequate in relation to 0 % from group two, respondents who formally have 
started the implementation process may be more up to date on the subject due to having spent 
more time with this particular field.  
      
The implementation of the Expected Credit Loss Model can also be linked to the topic of 
communication. 100 % in group one have decided to perform pre-effective date calculations 
on expected credit losses and communicate these. 40 % will both communicate internally and 
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externally whilst 60 % will only handle this communication internally. In relation to group 
two where 54 % will calculate and communicate internally and 8 % will communicate both 
internally and externally. This action can be supported by another part of the data which states 
that the difficulties in explaining the changes in the credit loss provisions is one of the main 
concerns in the implementation of the Expected Credit Loss Model for both groups. The need 
to communicate the calculations is obviously important for the banks and credit institutes 
since the data shows that many of those who have started are planning to do it during the 
implementation. However, when the agent, in this case the banks and credit institutes, only 
communicates internally, non-compliance between the agent and the principal can arise. This 
non-compliance can occur because of the loss of control in the implementation of the 
principal as Tay & Parker (1990) conclude from their study. An asymmetry in the information 
can also occur in accordance with the Agency Theory. If the agent only communicates these 
changes internally than no information of how these calculations are performed will reach 
other external parties in the implementation process. This can result in asymmetry of 
information in the sense that outside parties, such as the principals but also other agents, will 
not understand company specific calculation methods used in this implementation. This can 
lead to a lower degree of comparability because some regulators do not understand the basis 
of the calculations. When comparing the two groups regarding calculations one can conclude 
that the need to communicate the calculations stemming from the Expected Credit Loss model 
is greater for those who have started an implementation. Since more respondents who have 
started an implementation believe certain interpretation and data retrieving issues to be greater 
compared with those who have not, the need for communication and preparation for the 
effective date is more obvious. In accordance with Positive Accounting Theory, the prediction 
and understanding of accounting is found in applying absolute numbers in similar manners in 
order to achieve comparability. This can possibly explain the difference of behavior by the 
two groups. The ones who have started are more aware of the challenges and exact difficulties 
of the Expected Credit Loss Model and will therefore apply more of a Positive Accounting 
Theory approach and try to achieve success and comparability through communication.   
 
      
When the banks and credit institutes implement the Expected Credit Loss Model they appear 
to conform to different regulators. This is shown in the data where group one conforms to 
international regulator, such as the Basel committee during this implementation. Respondents 
from group two appear to shape there thinking after national regulators such as 
Finansinspektionen. If the respondents have various regulators in mind when shaping the 
interpretation of the Expected Credit Loss Model then the implementation processes are likely 
to differ since these parties may highlight different aspects of the standard. According to a 
previous study by Schipper (2003), specific implementation guidelines should be set in order 
to enhance comparability in accounting. This study by Schipper also suggests that rule-based 
accounting standards should generally be viewed as more comparable in relation to principle-
based accounting standards, such as the Expected Credit Loss Model. If specific 
implementation guidelines exist than the support and shaping of information from the 
regulators may become less important since the guidelines are clearly defined. If these 
guidelines do not exist, then the agents need to interpret, resulting in a more subjective 
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approach to the contents of the standard. Different interpretations of implementation have in 
previous studies been known to decrease comparability of accounting.  
      
As shown in the data 87 % of the respondents that have started the implementation process 
are going to have a parallel run of the Incurred Model in IAS 39 and the Expected Credit Loss 
Model in IFRS 9. This in relation to those who have not started where 21 % will perform this 
step. This parallel run of the two accounting standards could create different behaviors in the 
implementation of the Expected Credit Loss Model. When banks and credit institutes are not 
in the same level on the implementation process or do not treat the implementation process in 
the same way, an explanation of the behavior in accounting is difficult to detect. A prediction 
of the behavior is also likely to be difficult to forecast due to banks and credit institutes 
differing treatments of the calculations in the implementation. In accordance with Positive 
Accounting Theory, in order to be able to forecast and rely on accounting information and 
predict accounting behavior, numbers should be absolute. Specific guidelines on how to treat 
and account for the information is also needed in order to have a successful accounting 
standard. Since the two groups differ regarding the parallel run of the two accounting 
standards, one can fear that a successful and comparable accounting may not be achieved in 
accordance with Positive Accounting Theory. Since a great deal of the respondents in group 
one plan to have parallel run compared with group two, the accounting behavior in this 
implementation is likely to be difficult to predict since the respondents do not treat 
information in the same way. 
      

8.2 INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXPECTED 
CREDIT LOSS MODEL IN IFRS 9 
The first part of the analysis indicates that the respondents perceive the level of information 
supplied in this ongoing implementation process to be too little. The second part of the 
analysis will therefore discuss some of the consequences and reasons for this. To concretize, 
how the respondents believe the level of detailed instructions will affect comparability in 
accounting.  
 
It is shown that the groups are similar in some ways and that 33 % of those who have started 
the implementation do not consider the Expected Credit Loss Model to generate a more fair 
view of accounting. A fact that is supported by 46 % of those who have not started the 
implementation process. Even though one can identify a decrease in the number of 
respondents who does not believe the Expected Credit Loss Model to generate a more true 
and fair view of accounting, 33 % can still be viewed as a significant number.  In accordance 
with Positive Accounting Theory, the lack of information can result in difficulties in 
predicting accounting behavior. This larger share of “negative” views of those who have not 
started an implementation can therefore possibly be explained by the fact that they have not in 
fact begun. In other words, if you have not begun an implementation then the level of 
information is not as known to you compared with those who have started. In this case it 
appears that an ongoing implementation may have increased the level of awareness of the 
information and thus resulted in a less negative approach to the Expected Credit Loss Model’s 
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future impact on accounting. This can be explained by previous studies, which state that the 
level of information is one of the keys to a clear, comparable and successful accounting 
standard. This can also be supported by the fact that 40 % of the respondents who have started 
an implementation actually considers the information to be adequate whilst 0 % in group two 
agrees with this. 
 
60 % of the respondents in group one state that interpreting the term significant when 
evaluating if the credit risk has increased significantly is the most challenging part in this 
implementation. This view is shared by 23 % of the respondents in group two. According to 
previous studies, in order to achieve comparability of accounting information consistency and 
uniformity must be adapted. This means that you should apply the same accounting 
information in the same way in order to achieve comparability. For example, if there are not 
“enough” guidelines of how to interpret the term significant than the interpretation may risk 
becoming more subjective. Studies made before on comparability in accounting emphasizes 
that subjectivity to a certain extent should be avoided in the interpretation. A study from Tay 
and Parker (1990) states that when subjectivity comes together with materiality comparability 
is not likely to be achieved. In this study this can be applied to the fact that a significant 
increase in credit risk may be based on subjective calculations and thus materiality will differ. 
If the agents formulate their own unique interpretations of the term significantly then they will 
treat this method of calculation differently. This might decrease comparability in accounting 
since there is a risk of the agents not applying the standard in same way and materiality of the 
calculations is not treated similarly and therefore uniformity is not reached. The latter known 
to be an important factor in order to create comparability of accounting according to previous 
studies.  
 
When comparing the two groups it becomes evident that the respondents in group one are 
relatively unanimous in the fact that one of the major challenges within this field lies within 
deciding and interpreting the term significant. The major concern for group two however, 
appears to be divided between both deciding a low as well as a significant credit risk and not 
knowing where the exact difficulties lies. The latter of the two concerns for group two can be 
explained by the fact that they have not begun and thus not have a clear picture of the 
challenges. The fact that both deciding low and significant credit risk are issues to group two 
may on the other hand be found in the fact that National Regulators (as this group generally 
conforms to) highlights more aspects of the Expected Credit Loss Model compared with 
International Regulators. Support for this can be found in previous studies that explains that 
regulators have a substantial impact on the agent’s choice of accounting method as well as 
how the implementation processes should be carried out.  In accordance with the previous 
studies it can therefore be viewed as if International Regulators and respondents who have 
begun an implementation are more concerned with the term significant.  
      
The subjective approach is also due to the fact that information of the expected credit losses 
needs to be provided in the company. Otherwise the banks and credit institutes will lose 
important data to base the calculations on. This can be linked to the fact that in this 
implementation process, there appears to be difficulties with the specific calculations of the 
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expected credit losses. This includes data quality and collecting of the relevant data. Through 
this study it is concluded that data quality (25 % group 1, 22 % group 2) and how to integrate 
and capture forward-looking information (42 % group 1, 22 % group 2) appear problematic to 
the respondents. The way banks and credit institutions interpret the word significant when 
evaluate the credit risk for expected credit losses, depends on the level of data quality and 
how they integrate and capture forward-looking information. The fact that these calculations 
appear to be unclear in the implementation process could affect the comparability in 
accounting. Especially since banks and credit institutes already may consider accounting for 
financial instruments unclear due to IAS 39. Depending on how well the banks and credit 
institutes are able to retrieve forward-looking information of expected credit losses a more 
fair value of accounting is achieved. Here it can be concluded that the two groups of 
respondents are relatively unanimous in where the concerns lies.  
 
According to Positive Accounting Theory a behavior in accounting is created and possible to 
forecast if the same type of information is applied in the same way. If you apply the same 
information in the same way, then comparability and a successful standard is achieved 
according to Positive Accounting Theory and previous studies. 53 % of those who have 
started the implementation process perceive that credit loss provisions will be less comparable 
with the implementation of the Expected Credit Loss Model. This can be supported by the 
fact that 31 % of those who have not started the implementation agrees with this. Since the 
general opinions on this subject are that too little information is supplied it is not surprising 
that so many believe in less comparability after all.  

9.0 CONCLUSION  
According to the implementation guidelines from Ernst & Young, an implementation process 
regarding IFRS 9 should have been started at latest on the 1st of January 2015 and include a 
parallel run of the two accounting standards IAS 39 and IFRS 9. From the data, we can see 
that the companies that have started an implementation agree with these recommendations in 
relation to those who have not started. This is shown since those who have not started are in a 
much smaller scale planning to do a parallel run and communicate the calculations. Those 
who have not started appear to be less aware of the practical difficulties compared with the 
ones who have started. This can indicate the difficulties with conducting a study such as this 
since the answers apparently differ more than we thought between the two groups, although 
they can be partly explained by previous studies. On the other hand, the two groups are 
unanimous in many cases as well. For example, when it comes to the topic of comparability 
and its connection to this implementation of the Expected Credit Loss Model. This leads us to 
the fact that one can still draw conclusion from the data due to similarities regarding 
comparability and explainable dissimilarities. We are aware that some countries may 
relatively be represented by differing shares of respondents. However, as we have mentioned 
before, the countries in the Nordic region are known to include many similarities concerning 
financial operations and to be affected in this early stage of the implementation process they 
need to be of a certain size that results in the formulation of the selections.  
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The responses from the data shows various interesting parts of the implementation process 
and the challenges connected to it. We are conscious about our loss of 38 % of the 
respondents in the study and that all of the respondents that have given their answers have not 
started the implementation process. Due to the fact that both groups consider there to be a 
lack of information in the implementation process the need for additional information from 
the regulators can therefore be highlighted. Despite differences, the two groups also appears 
to be unanimous in the fact that subjective decisions, such as determining various parts of 
credit risk classification, there may be a risk of reduced comparability in accounting. Three 
main conclusions that affect comparability in accounting in a negative way is presented 
below: 
 

1. Too little information is provided. According to previous studies one can draw the 
conclusion that this might depend on the lack of detailed implementation instructions. 

2. The subjective approaches to Expected Credit Loss Model, for example the 
interpretation of the term significant. According to previous studies, too much room 
for subjective interpretation can lead to non-compliance between principal and agent 
due to the agent developing its own interpretations.  

3. What principle the agents conform to and shape their interpretation for calculation 
when implementing the Expected Credit Loss Model.  
        

And to finally answer our question: How is the implementation of an international accounting 
standard, handling financial instruments, believed to impact the comparability in accounting? 
      
The answer is found in the data and the connected analytical framework that shows that 
comparability may be affected negatively. This since many perceives that too little 
information is provided and that the information in the Expected Credit Loss Model is 
believed to reduce the comparability. In accordance with Schipper’s (2003) and Nobes’s 
(2005) information and guidance on how to account for something needs to be provided 
otherwise comparability will not be achieved. 
      
The main differences of opinions of the two groups examined lies, amongst other aspects, 
with what regulator you conform to and the fact that more of those who started compared with 
those who have not believe that credit loss provisions will be less comparable with IFRS 9. 
Besides that, the respondents who have started the implementation have also been shown to 
value communication more than those who have not. According to us, this may be a result of 
the shortage of information and therefore the need to communicate the basis of these 
calculations in order to reduce the effects of too little provided information. As previous 
studies from Simmons (1967) state; to create equivalent financial statements one needs to 
have equal statement presentations and corresponding measurements to result in a maximum 
communication and understanding. To future studies, an interesting subject would therefore 
be to investigate if the complexity of IAS 39 has been improved with the implementation of 
the Expected Credit Loss Model in IFRS 9. But also to investigate if the exact size and nature 
of the company affects the outlook on the Expected Credit Loss Model.   
!
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Basic data 
Country of head office  
Total assets (Bn Euro)  
Position held at the credit institution by the 
respondents(s) 

 

IFRS 9 - General 
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Please rate in which order (1-4) that you believe the three areas of IFRS 9 will affect your 
credit institution the most in relation to accounting as well as impacts on systems and 
processes  

Classification and measurement  
Expected Credit Losses  
Hedge Accounting  
Equity  
How do you think the comparability of financial reports under IFRS 9 (all three parts) across 
banks and other credit institutions will change from current comparability under IAS 39? 

No change  
Increase  
Decrease  
I have no opinion on this question  
IFRS 9 – Expected Credit Losses – Implementation Issues 
What do you expect the final (costs financial as well as external) of implementing IFRS 9 
Expected Credit Losses will be to your credit institution? 

> EUR 100 Bn  

EUR 50 Bn < X < EUR 100 Bn  

EUR 25 Bn < X < EUR 50 Bn  

EUR 5 Bn < X < EUR 25 Bn  

EUR 1 Bn < X < EUR 5 Bn  

< EUR 1 Bn  

In which area of implementation of IFRS 9 Expected Credit Losses in your credit 
institutions? 

Not yet started  
Project established  
Project started, planning made  
A Pre-study has been started  
We are in a design-phase  
We have started to build our system  
Which department in your credit institution has the main responsibility for the IFRS 9 
Expected Credit Losses subproject? 

Accounting/ Finance  
Credit risk/ Modeling  
Accounting and finance jointly with credit 
risk/ modeling 

 

Credit department/ credit control  
IT  
Not yet decided  
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Other, please describe which department  
Do you intend to have a parallel run of the IFRS 9 Expected Credit Loss calculations and the 
loan loss provisions under the application of IAS 39? 

Yes, for more than 12 months  
Yes, for 12 months during 2017  
Yes, for 6 months during 2017  
Yes, but for a period less than 6 months 
during 2017 

 

No  
I have no opinion on this question  
How do you assess the risk that your credit institution will not be fully prepared for the initial 
application of IFRS 9 Expected Credit Losses? 

Non-existent  
Small  
Large  
Very large  
I have no opinion on this question  
Can you please rate the practical challenges of implementing IFRS 9 Expected Credit Losses 
listed below in order of importance (1-4) 

How to integrate and capture forward-
 looking information 

 

The tracking of original credit 
status (rating/scoring) 

 

How to align risk information from 
a prudence-perspective in to the more 
neutral perspective of financial reporting 
under IFRS? 

How to generate multi-year expectations 
of expected credit losses? 

 

Disclosures  

Governance and controls  

Data quality  

Availability of skilled resources  

In addition to the above, the concerns of 
our institutions are (describe) 

 

No opinion  

IFRS 9 – Expected Credit Losses – Interpretation Issues 
How do you find the level of detailed instructions on how IFRS 9 should be applied in 
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relation to Expected Credit Losses? 

Adequate  
Too little  
Too much  
I have no opinion on this question  
In which area of IFRS 9 do you believe that the interpretation of the standard is the most 
difficult? 

The interpretation of what is considered to be 
a "significant in credit risk" (IFRS 9 5.5.9 - 
5.5.11) 

 

The interpretation of what is considered to be 
"low credit risk" (IFRS 9 5.5.10) 

 

Both  

None of the above. Instead I believe that the 
following aspect of IFRS 9 is the most 
difficult to interpret. 

 

I have no opinion on this question  

Can you please rate the following bodies by the level of influence (1-5) they will have in 
shaping your thinking as you interpret IFRS 9 

National Regulators (Finansinspektionen, 
Finanstilsynet, Kredittilsynet ect) 

 

International Regulators (European Central 
Bank) 

 

International Regulators (The Basel 
Committee) 

 

Industry Peers (such the national Bankers 
Associations) 

 

Industry bodies (such as Svenskt Näringsliv)  

Auditors  

IFRS 9 – Expected Credit Losses - Impact 
Do you believe that the financial reports of your credit institution under IFRS 9 will give a 
more true and fair view in accounting of credit risk than under IAS 39? 

Yes  
No  
I have no opinion on this question  
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How do you think that IFRS 9 will affect the levels of credit loss provisions of the bank? 

Decrease  
Same level as today  
Increase by 10 %  
Increase by 50 %  
Increase by > than 50 %  
I have no opinion on this question  
How do you expect that IFRS 9 will affect the comparability of credit loss provisions 
between different credit institutions? 

Not at all  
More comparable  
Less comparable  
I have no opinion on this question  
What other business impacts do you expect from IFRS 9 Expected Credit Losses? 

Increase in funding margins  
Increase in lending margins  
Need to hire resources/experts/specialists  
No changes  
No opinion  
Other:  
Do you expect to calculate your expected losses under IFRS 9 before 2018 and communicate 
this? 

Yes, internally  
Yes, externally  
Yes, both internally and externally  
No  
 
 
!
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